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1". Introduction
Adaptive cont¡ol has been one of the major research areas in au-
tomatic cont¡ol since the early seventies, Two different ways to
use adaptive techniques have emerged. The fust is auto-tr::ring,
which mcans that the controller is tuned on opetator demand.
I'his is done by estimating the process dynamics and calculating
the cont¡oller parameters. The second is the true adaptive con-
troller, i.e. a controlle¡ wlúch adapt itself to changing process
dynamics without operator demand. Ä,utotmers, particula.rly
for tuling of PID conirollers, have been accepted and well es-
tablished among manufacturers of controllers and instrment
systems in ¡ecent years. Although many successful applications
of adaptive control have been presented, see e.g. Åstrðm (tg8?)
and Seborg et al (1986), only few multipurpose adaptive con-
trollers have appeared on the market. There are seve¡al ¡easoro
fo¡ this: Their proper use requires a certain expertise. They
still are too complicated to use for non-experts. Since adap-
tation is continuous they require a significant safety network
to guarantee proper operation in all cases. Adaptation speed
ig oftcrr linritcrl for rol¡usl.necs rcasons. Ân ada¡rtive controller
needs some initial parameter settings which are very crucial for
tlrt' prtlpt'rtics of thc corrtrol, srrch ns snnrpling ¡lcriod, motlcl
order, process dead time. If these parameters are given rmsuit-
able values, the adaptive controller may behave badly. Many
adaptive cont¡ollers are based on a sampled controller, with a
sampling pcriod which is of the same magnitude as the process
time constant. These controlle¡s int¡oduce extra dead-time in
the control loop becaue of the sampling. Such a controlle¡ is
often not suitable for control loops subject to load disturbances.
See McMillan (1986). An adaptive cont¡oller needs some time
to fi¡d new parameters when the dynamics change. If a very
rapid rate of adaptation is required, a gain-scheduling type of
controller is needed. Gain-scheduling means a kind of feed-
fo¡ward. If we know that the process dynamics are different at
different operating points (due to nonlinearities) or at different
times (due to changes in production ¡Bte), the controlle¡ can
bc prcprogrmruncd rvith diffcrent parumetcr sct,tiugs for these
diffe¡ent situations.

This paper p¡esents a new type of adaptive controller. ft
can be viewed as a natu¡al extension of the relay ¿utotune¡ in
Äst¡ðm and Hãgglud (198a). This auto-tune¡ was based on es-
timation of a point on the Nyquist cuve where the process has
approximately 180o phase shift. In the adaptive controlle¡ this
point is tracked by a parameter estimator. The regulator is a
PII) controller with fast sampling which gives close to continrr-
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or:s time behaviou¡. The approach has several advantages. First
of all it is ve¡y easy to use. No paramete¡s have to be given by
the operator since it is initialized by an autotuner procedure. It
can thus be used by normal process operators, Since the process
model only has two parameters, identifiability is easy to achieve
even under normal operating conditions. It is also possible to
get a relatively fast adaptation rate.

The paper is organized as follows. The use ofadaptive tech-
nique in industrial process control is discussed in Section 2. The
relay auto-tmer used in the initialization phase of the adaptive
controlle¡ is briefly desc¡ibed in Section 3, which also cont¿ins a
discusion ofthe use ofgain scheduling. The adaptive feedback
control based on tracking a point on the Nyquist curve is pre-
sented in Section 4. The section contains the principles of the
identification as well as a description of the supervisory p¡oce-
dues. The adaptive feedfo¡wa¡d compensation is presented in
Section 5. Section 6 contains a short description oÌ the indus-
trial process controlle¡ ECA400, followed by exarnples ofits use
in the process industry.- Conclusions are given in Section ? and
¡eferences are finally given in Section 8.

2. An Industrial Adaptive Controller
There are many different possibilities to use adaptive techniques
for industrial process control. There is a wide range of choices
ofmodel structures, identification methods, control design tech-
niques. Operational issues like supervisory techniques, safety
networks and user interfaces add to the complexity. In this sec_
tion we will discuss some of these choices in o¡der to motirr¿te
the choices that led to the controller discussed in this papet,

The fust adaptive cont¡ollers for process control we¡e an_
nounced in 1983. There is now about fi.ve years of experience
ofusing such devices. Erperience has also shown th¿t pID reg-
ulators can handle many of the indust¡ial problems, The m¿in
exceptions are systems whose dynamics is dead-time dominated,
systems with oscillatory dynamics and systems with significant
stochaetic distu¡bances. In such cases regulator structu¡es other
than the PID may give signifrcant benefits. The pID controlle¡
also has the added benefit that rßers a¡e famiüar with it.

The industrial benefits of uing feedforwa¡d cont¡ol have
also been demonstrated very clearly particularly in applicationr
with the Nolatune regulator. Feedfo¡ward is very useful but it
requires reasonably accu-rate præess models. It has also been
demonstrated that automatic tuning which m¡kes it possible

¡t bsúract
This paper presents a new indust¡ial adaptive PID controller. The cont¡olle¡ has the PID structure, with
dual r¿te smpling, which means that the sampling ¡ate fo¡ the PID controller is signiîcurily higher thm
the smplìng ¡ate in the parameter estimato¡. The controller diffe¡s from conventional parametric-adaptive
cont¡olle¡s because it is based on estimation of t¡ansfe¡ function properties, For normal industrial pràcess
control the adaptive cont¡oller can be used without any prior information about the process dynamics, such as
sampling period, closed loop pole assignments etc. This is achieved by using a relay auto-tune¡ to initialize the
co¡ttroller. 'Ihc auto-tuncr rletc¡rrrirrcs a point on thc Nycluist cuve whe¡e the Phaselag is close to 180". This
point on the Nyquist cuve is then tracked by the parameter estimato¡.
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Initialization or Pre-tuning

Initialization ie an important issue for an industrial cont¡oller.
Some of the early adaptive ¡egulators were very demanding on
the user. It was necessary to know parameters like sampling
rate, dead-time, model order, desired response time etc. This
made use of the controllers very exclusive. It was necessary to
hive special skills to commission and use the controllers. Many
of the early adaptive regulators we¡e therefo¡e provided with
a p¡e-tune feature that was intended to help the ope¡ators to
derive the required kaowledge. The pretune featu¡e wa¡ often
based on an open loop step ¡esponse measr¡¡emeût or some other
transient ¡esponse experiment, This will however also require
some prior knowledge üke the size of the step and how long
we have to wait for steady state. In some cases the pre-tune
requi¡ed a closed loop experiment. To make this it is however
necessary to know values Õf the regulator parameters that will
give a stable ¡esponse.

In an industrial adaptive controller, the properties of the
initialization phase is of g¡eat importance. If the controlle¡ is
supposed to be operated by personnel not familiar with adap-
tive control, and perhaps with a limited knowledge about pro-
cess dynamics, it is not possible to fo¡ce the operator to m¿ke
decisions which will dete¡mine the performance of the adaptive
cont¡oller. In the system discussed in this paper this is rnade
using relay feedback which has p¡oven very reliable.

3. Auto-Tuning and Gain Scheduling

The key idea behind the automatic tuning is to use relay feed-
back. P¡ocesses with the dynamics typically encou¡rtered in
process control will then exhibit limit cycle oscillations. The
autotmer identifies one point on the Nyquist cuve of the pro-
cess f¡om a simple relay experiment. The autotuner principle
is shown in Figure 2. When the operator decides to tune the
controller, he simply presses a button, This switches out the
.PU) algorithm and ¡eplaces it with a nonlinear functio¡ which
can be described as a relay with hysteresis. The relay causes the
p¡ocess to oscillate with a small and cont¡olled amplitude. The
process perturbation is very close to the optimr:m for most of
the usual PID design methods. The frequency of the limit cycle
is approximately the ultimate frequency whe¡e the process has
a phase lag of 180". The-¡atio of the amplitude of the limit cycle
and the the relay amplitude is approximately the process gain
at that frequency. .4. relay feedbact experiment thus determines
a point on the Nyquist cu¡ve associated with the open loop dy-
namics that is close to the ultimate point. Â ¡easonable PID
regulator can be designed based on this point. This idea, which
was presented in Åstrôm and Hägglund.(1984) and (1988), has
been ued in commercial êuto-tr¡¡e¡s since 1984. It has proven
to be a convenient tool for fast tuning of PID controllers. One
ofits main advantages is that it admits one-button-tuning. Thie
means that no prior inform¿tion has to be given from the oper-
ator. Tuning is executed simply by puslúng the tming button.

Procc¡¡ dtürrllcr

\

to keep regr:Jato¡s well tu¡red is a very desirable featu¡e. Often
dynamics does not change very much. Ifit does the changes can
often be conelated to measurable signals and thus compensated
by gain scheduling. It thus appears that a dev.ice capable of
realizing PID feedback control and. feedfo¡wa¡d cont¡ol could
be a useful component for industrial process control. If the
regdator is provided with facilities for automatic tming, gain
scheduling and adaptation it will also be very easy to use.

Thc diagram in Figure 1 givcs another vicw on how the
different fealwes can be used, Fi¡st of all it can be stated,
that if the requirements on the cont¡ol are low, one can often
solve the problem using a controlle¡ with const¿nt parameters
tued ¿cco¡ding to the "worst cager,. With larger demands on
the control, the way in which the adaptive technique should be
used is determined by the way the process dynamics vary,

If the process dynamics are corotant, the cont¡olle¡ dynam-
ics shou-ld also be constant. Än autotuner procedure is then
useful to set the cont¡oller parameters once and fo¡ all. If the
process dynamics are varying, the cont¡olle¡ shouJd compensate
fo¡ these variations by varyiag the controller parameters. We
distinguish between two types of variations, predictable varia-
tions and nonpredictable va¡iations. The predictable v¿¡iations
are typically caused by nonlinearities in the control loop. These
variations are best handled by using a gain schedule. A,n auto-
tuner procedure is useful to build the schedule by finding the
dife¡ent sets ofcont¡olle¡ paramete¡s. The second type ofpro-
cess dynamics nriations are those which are not predictable.
These may be caused by nonmeasurable n¡iations in raw ma-
terial, wearing, etc. These yariations can not be handled by
gain scheduling. The true adaptive controlle¡ is the only way
to make the cont¡oller follow the process variations. Äs will be
sccrr below, an autotuncr procedue is useful cvcn in this case to
initialize the adaptive cont¡oller. The variations of the process
dynamics may ofcourse consist ofboth predictable and nonpre-
dictablc parts. A combination of gain schedul.ing and adapiive
control is then suitable.

rl diagram analogous to Figure l. could also be tlrawn for
thc fecdforward cornpcnsation. It is often difHcult to tme the
parameters in a feedfo¡ward compensator manuall¡ since the
operator often not has access to manipulate the disturbance
from wlúch the feedforward is made. ln the feedback case, the
control performance can be dete¡mined by changing the ¡efer-
ence signal. In the feedfo¡ward case, the operator often has to
wait for suitable trmsients in the distubance sigþat before he
can decide if the compensator parameters a¡e suitable. The¡e-
fore, an adaptive algorithm is particular usefuì in the feed.for-
ward case, since the adaptive algorithm continuously waits for
t¡ansients in the distu¡bance signal, and adjusts the compen-
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Figure 3. Thc ¡utotunc¡ u¡cd in ¿ flow control loop

Ànother adv¿ntage is that the tuning experiment is executed
under tight feedback cont¡ol and that the experiment generates
an input signal that is close to optimal for determining the ul-
timate point on the Nyquist curve.

In Figure 3, the use of the autotuner in a fi.ow control loop
in a chemical plant is presented. The tuning took about L5

seconds in this case. The two set-point changes show that the
resulting PID controlle¡ is well tu¡ed. (The signals are not
smooth because of a sticky valve.)

By using the autotuner, we do not only obtain initial values
of thc PID paramctcrs which manage to control the process,

but as will be seen in the next section, also valuable process

information for the initialization of the identification procedure
in the adaptive cont¡oller.

Thc design mcthod

Given the information of one point on the Nyquist curve, mny
design procedues can be used. Unfortunately, there is no design
method which will suit all types of processes. By deciding to
ue a PID controller, we h¿ve ¡estricted oruselves to those con-
trol problems which a¡e suitable to solve with PID cont¡olle¡s.
But even among these problems, it is desirable to have diffe¡ent
dcsign procedures for different control problems.

The identification procedue given in the previous section
gives us the info¡mation of one point G(io) on the Nyquist
curve. By introducing the PID controlle¡ Gp¡p(iu) in the con-
trol loop, it is possible to give the Nyquist cu¡ve ofthe compen-
sated system GGp¡p a desi¡ed location at the frequency t.r. For
most pì¡rposes, we have decided to choose the PID parameters
so that G(na) is moved to the point

G(iu)G p¡p(;u) = 0.5e-il35r/180

This design method can be viewed as a combination of phase-
and amplitude-margin speciflcation. Since we have th¡ee ad-
justable pa¡ameters, If, T¡ and T¿, and the design criterion can
be obtained with orùy two parameters, we furthermore require
that

T; = 4T¿

Sonrc very siruple coutrol problcms, where the process is ap-
proximately a first o¡de¡ system, can be solved effectively with
a Pf cont¡olle¡ with relatively high gain. Fo¡ these problems,
l.hc D-part of t,he cont¡ollcr will not be of any help. Ãrrther-
more, since we have a high gain the noise will be much ampli.ffed
through the D-part. Therefore, it is desi¡able to ue only a PI
cont¡oller in these cases. In our controller, we can automatically
dcl,cct this kirrr-l of proccsscs ancl thercby swil,ch off the dcriva-
tive gain in these cases. For this PI controller, we have chosen
the following design:

K :0.51a
T; = 4lo

whare ¿r = lG(rir)|. Th¡rc i¡ rbo ¡nothcr ¡itu¡úion when it ir
de¡ir¿ble to ¡witch off the delivùtivc part, namely for proccecee
with long dead-time. If the operator tell¡ the contrãüer that
he has ¿ procesr with long dead-time, ¿ PI controller c¡ith the
following design will replace the PID controller.

K = 0.251a

t; = 7.61u

This cont¡olle¡ will give a much faster cont¡ol than the pID
design presented above.

Gain Scheduling

Gain scheduling is an effective method to treat processes with
predictable va¡iations in the dynamics. Ä gain schedule is ¿
table with several sets of controller parametels, one set fo¡ each
operating point. (Paramete¡ schedule would be a more ade-
quate notation than gain schedule!). Ä ¡efe¡ence signal which is
¡elated to the nonlinearity dete¡mines r¡¡hen to switch f¡om one
set of cont¡olle¡ patametets to another. If e.g. the nonlinearity
is caused by a nonlinear valve, the control signal should form
the gain scheduling reference, since it is directly coupled to the
valve position. If the nonlinearity is caused by a nonlinear sen-
sor, the measurement s.ignal should be used as a gain scheduli:rg
¡efe¡ence.

Most process control plants contains several nonlinear con-
trol loops. In spite of this, gain scheduling is seldom used in
process control. One reason fo¡ this is, that is has been regarded
as too time consurning to build this schedule with several diffe¡-
ent sets of controlle¡ parameters. With the use of auto-tming,
this drawback has disappeared. Using the auto-tuner once at
every operating point will automatically provide the schedule.

When the process dynamics are predictable, it is better to
use a gain schedu-le than an adaptive controlle¡. The gain sched-
ule will instantaneously provide a suitable set of controller pa-
rameters as the ope¡ating conditions change, while the adaptive
controlle¡ needs a fai¡ amou¡t of time befo¡e it has adapted it-
self to the new conditions. Using adaptive control, the operator
provides the cont¡olle¡ with the info¡mation that the process
dynamics are mrying. Using gain scheduling provides the con-
t¡oller with the additional inforrn¿tion about /¡ou the dynamicr
are mrying.

4. Adaptive Feedback Control

fbom the auto-tuner experiment described in the previous sec-
tion, we obtained the frequency ø and the value of the Nyquist
cutve at this frequency. In this section, we will describe how
the point G(iø) can be t¡acked v¡hen the dynamics are chang-
ing. We will ¿lso desc¡ibe some of the supervisory logic that is
i¡rcluded in the cont¡olle¡.

Tracking a point on the Nyquist curve

The identification principle is illustrated in Figure 4. The con-
trol signal z and the measurement signal g a¡e filte¡ed through
narrow band-pass filters at the frequency o. These two signals
are then analyzed in a least-squares estimator which provides
an estimate of the point G(dr.r).

?le band-pass flters The two band-pass filters a¡e of the form

G¡P(s)= = ,' 
=s2+2C@s+u2

This filter will give a relatively high gain at the frequency ø,
and suppress the signals at other frequencies. We have given
thc lrmsfer fuuctior¡ in continuous fo¡m. Lr the practical im-
plementation, we use the sampled ve¡sion with fast sampling,
i.e. the filte¡s are sampled with the same frequency as the pID
cont¡oller.

. It is well known f¡om practical use of adaptive controllere,
that a suitable filtering of the signals must always be used, See
e.g. Wittenmark (1986). Low frequencies must be filte¡ed out
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Figure 4. Block diagram dcscribing thc idcntiñcation procc-
du¡c

to avoid interactions from load disturbances. High frequencies
mut be frlte¡ed out to avoid high frequency noise from distu¡b-
ing the paramete¡ estimates. Since the process model always
is more simple than the plocess itse[ a filtering of the signals
must also be made in o¡de¡ to ensu¡e that the interesting part
of the dynamics a¡e identified. By using a na¡rou¡ band-pass
filter, we thus not only obtaìn the goal to t¡ack G(ir.r) at the
frequency ø. We also solve the t¡aditional filtering problem in
a very effective way,

The least-squares estimator The two narrow band-pass filters
produce two signals which we can approximate with two sine-
waves w.ith different amplitude and phase. The quotient a be-
tween the amplitudes and the phase shift g between the two
signals give us G(far).

C(io) : q.-;v

We have used a least-squa¡es estimato¡ to obtain G(iø) from
the signals. The parameters of the second-order model

y(t) = b1u(t - h) + b2u(t - 2h)

a¡e estimated. The sampling period lz is determined from the
frequency c.r. We have for:nd that the choice

,2r
l= 

-
''- 8o

i.e. eight samples per period, gives good identifiability proper-
ties. fYom the parameters ô1 and ó2, G(u) can be determined
according to:

/ b,sin(uh\ \p=a¡ctan 
)-2uh

Suporvleion

The adaptive controller cannot run continuously without any ru-
pervision. E.g. logic to avoid identific¡tion when no inform¿tion
is avail,able must always be present. The way thie supervision
is performed is at least as important as the underlying basic
algorithm. However, there are no general rules or guidelines de-
scribing how this supervision is to be performed. The different
manufactu¡es of adaptive controllers have their own t¡icks. We
will now shortly describe ¡orne fi:ndamental procedures at our
suPervisory level.

First of all, we must eroue that the adaptation mechanism
is onJy active when we have any information irr the signals. Un-
der periods of good control, when both the cont¡ol signal and
the measu¡ement signal are straight lines, maybe corrupted with
high frequency noise, no identification should be made. We have
a procedure that high-pass fllte¡s the control signal and the mea-
surement signal. Àdaptation is only allowed when both these
signals have had a t¡ansient recently.

Load distu¡bances are not cove¡ed in our description of the
process. ImpLicitly we asslune that changes in the measu¡ement
signal are caused by the control actions. To avoid desinform¿-
tion f¡om high frequency noise and load distu¡bances, v/e put
band-pass filters on our signals, as described in section 4. Since
we found that this is not always enough, we have also included ¿
procedure to detect load distubances, and thereby avoid adap-
tation duing the fi¡st part of a load distu¡bance transient.

There is a very simple ¡elation between the parameters es-
timated in the least squares estimator ard the physical param-
eters a and rp. Therefore, it has been possible to check if the
estimates haye ¡easonable mlues. We have bounded the param_
ete¡s in such a way that g is always inside a secto¡ in the thi¡d
quadrant and that a may not vary mo¡e than a specifred factor
from the initial value given by the autotr¡ner.

5. Adaptive Feedforward

Feedforward, constant or adaptive, is a powerful method to com-
peroate fo¡ distub¿nces before they have shown up in the mea-
su¡ement signal, We have included an adaptive feedfo¡wa¡d
compensator in the controlle¡. The feedforward comperuator
has the following structure:

u¡þ) = k¡¡(t)u(t)

where z¡1 is the feedforward component of the control signal,
Ë¡¡ is the feedfo¡ward gain, and u is the disturbance signal.
The feedfo¡ward signal is updated with the same f¡equency as
the cont¡ol signal, i,e, fast compared to the time constants of
the process. This simple adaptive feedfo¡ward compensator has
shown to be very useful. In most cases, it is suffcient to let
the feedforwa¡d compensation be fo¡med by just a gai¡ times
the distubance signal. Sometimes, it is desirable to delay the
signal ú, as will be discussed below.

The gain ,t¡¡ is determined f¡om the model

!(t+d)=au(r)+óu(r)

where y is the measu¡ement signal. The parameters ø and å a¡e
determi¡red by an ordinary least-squares estimator. The signals
are both high- and low-pass filtered to get rid ofnoise and bias
terms.

The choice of the time delay d in the model i¡ crucial. If d
is not chosen suitabl¡ the model will not captue the relations
between u and y and between u and y. Let the dead-time plus
the dominating time constant of the process be ?i., and the
dead-time plus the domin¿ting time constant of the t¡ansfer
function between o and y be {,r. The following cases can then
be distinguished:

T"u )) Tuy It is desirable to delay the distu¡bance aignal o,
Otherwise, the feedforward comperuation will in-
fluence the signal y befo¡e the disturbance. The
distubance signal should ideally be delayed with
the time T- - Tuu.

v

hsin(uh\o=.+
sin(2uh ¡ 9)

The least-squares algorithm is of the constant-trace type. Since
the signals u(t - À) and z(t - 2lr) enteriag the LS-estimato¡
are spproximately sine-waves with ¿ constant phase-shift, it is
possible to simplify the algorithm. Instead of identifying the
parameters å1 and ó2 directlS the following scaling is performed:

s(t) =btu(t - h) + b2u(t - 2h)

bt*bz, ,= - -tu(t_å)+ü(¿_2å))
2 l¡

. bt-b,
+ r r::s{u(t - h) - u(t - 2h)}/ s

1 - cos(øå)
I * cos(ørl)

By estimating the two parameters

^ bt+'bz ^ bt_bz
at = --1- a2 = ---r-3

the expected value ofthe covariance matrix P becomes diagonal
with equal diagonal elements. Hence it is possible to ¡educe the
P-matrix to a scalar.

J



Tuu = Tu,
Tuv 11 Tuv

In this case, feedforw¿rd is often very effi.cient.
It is not worth wile to use feedforward. We c¿nnot
mske any compensation before the distu¡bance is
seen in y. The feedback controller can equally well
do the job.

I\om these considerations, we can conclude that d should
ideally be chosen as ?,r, i.e. equal to the de¿d-time plus the
dominating time constant of the process.

Flom tl¡e relay experiment in the autotmer, the maximum
time delay between u and y is given as half the oscillation period,
i.e. 7"f2. (If the process consists of only a time delay, the
oscillation period is two times the time delay!) We have chosen
the parameter il : 7"12. The sampling interlal of the least-
squares estimator is chosen as in the feedback case, i.e., ,¿ =
?L/8. This gives the following model equation:

y(t) = au(t- 4å) + ba(t - 4h)

We have chosen the gain k¡¡ in the cont¡ol law as

ktt(t) =-o s9
a\¿ )

whe¡e â and E are the estimates ofa and. å. The adaptive algo-
rithm is surou¡ded with a security net in the same way as the
feedback algorithm, e.g., lúgh-pass ñltering of the signals tells
lrherì the informatio¡r content in the signals is large enough to
allow adaptation.

6. Industrial Experiences

To illust¡ate the properties of the adaptive controller, some of
the experiments from the field tests are presented below. We
will fi¡st shortly describe how the different uses of the adaptive
technique are implemented in the cont¡olle¡.

Implementation

The new industrial adaptive controller, named ECA400, is man-
ufactu¡ed by SattControl l¡st¡uments Â8, Sweden. It is a sin-
gle statiôn cascade cont¡olle¡. It contains all the adaptive tech-
niques that have been presented in the previous sections, i.e. the
relay autotuner, a gain schedule, adaptive feedback and adap-
tive feedforward. The gain schedule, the adaptive feedback and
the adaptive feedforward are independent of each other, and
may thus be used separately or together. The autotune¡ is used
to initialize the adaptive cont¡olle¡ and the adaptive feedfor-
ward. In this way, the operator does not have to provide the
controller with any i¡rfomtion about the process dynamics.
The parameters ofthe gain schedule a¡e automatically obtained
by using the autotuner once at every operating point. The gain
schedule may be combined with the adaptive controller. Adap-
tation will then only be performed with the set of cont¡oller
parameters that are presently used. The ¡esult is the same as if
rve had sevcral diflerent and independent adaptive controllers.

Temperature control
'Thc first cxam¡rlcshows a tcmpcraturc control loop. Parts of thc
experiments are presented in Figure 5. Wate¡ is heated through
a heat exchanger, with steam on the primary side. The water
temperature is measued and the controlle¡ output determines
thc steam valve position- The primary distu¡bances in the loop
are changes in the steampressure and changes in the wate¡ flow
¡ate. The d¡ift in the control signal during times of constant
tcmperature are due to the changes in steam pÌessure,

The setpoint is changed stepwise up and down to actinate
the adaptation mechanism, ard to shoìr¡ the properties of the
cont¡ol. Before the large change in water fl.ow, we had a PI
cont¡olle¡ $'ith gain 3.2 anil integral time 13 s. When the wate¡
flow decreased, the gain dec¡eased to 2.6 after the fust set point
change. After th¡ee set point changes the gain had dec¡eæed to
2.1. A-fter the fou¡th set point change, $'e obtainecl a PfD con-
trolle¡ with gairr 1.5, integral time 8.2 s and derivative time 2.0

M6åsureñqnt signal - Tamperature

: Waler flow chanoe

Figure 5. Adaptivc cont¡ol of ¿ t.mpc!àtu¡c control loop

s. these cont¡oller parameters were not significantly changed
until the next wate¡ flow alte¡ation.

The experiment shows that the adaptation to the new pro-
cess conditions is rathe¡ fast. This is especially the case when
the process gaia increases, and the cont¡oller gain is to be de-
creased. The reason is that the high loop gain provides good
excit¿tion.

Pulp density control
The second example is taken from the paper industry, The pulp
is diluted to a desired density by adding water to the incoming
pulp. Parts of the experiment a¡e shown in Figure 6. The set-
point of the pulp density was changed stepwise to actiy¿te the
adaptation. The process'gain is changing according to changes
in the pulp flow. Figure 6 shows a situation where the pulp flow
was increased, resulting in a decreased process gain. Before the
flow change, we had a PID controller with a gain of 0.10. As
seen in the figure, this low gain gave a very slow cont¡ol after
the pulp flow change. After five set-point changes, the controller
gain had increased to 0.30, resulting in a much faster control,
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Figure 8. .Adoptivc contlol of ¡ pulp dcneity control loop



Adaptive feedforward in a pilot plant
The last example demonstrates the bahaviou¡ of the adaptive
feedfo¡wa¡d compensation. A pilot plant consisting of two cas_
caded tanks was used. Se Figure ?. The level i¡r thl lowe¡ tank
v¡as controlled by the valve on the water inlet tube. A distu-
bance flow was also con¡ected to the upper tank. This flow was
measured and fed into the cont¡olle¡.

Figure 8 shows the resu-lts of the experiment. The exper-
iment starts with an auto-tuning to set the pID parameters,
The autotr:¡e¡ experiment is followed by two setpoint changes
to show the behaviou of the closed. loop control. Lo¿d dis-
trrrb¡nccs arc thcn i¡rtrodr¡ccs by making stcp changcs in thc
distu¡bance f.ow.

When the distu¡bance signal is connected to the cont¡oller
and adaptive feedfo¡ward compensation is demanded, the con_
t¡olle¡ needs two load distu¡bances to find a suitable feedfo¡wa¡d
gain. The two last load disturbances show that the load rejec_
tion is significantly better when the feedforwa¡d compensation
is used.

Figure 7
tion

Pilot plant uscd {or adaptivc fccdfo¡wa¡d compcnss-
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7. Conclusions

This paper showe that it is possible to combine the ide¿¡ of
auto-tuning, gain scheduling, feed forward and adaptation in a
simple controller that is easy to use. The key idea is to use
relay feedback to obtain the time scale of the procesr, When
this i¡ known it is possible to simplify many desìgn is¡ues. The
structu¡e and sampling pe¡iod¡ of the disc¡ete time models u¡ed
for adaptive feedback and feedforward c¿n then be determined.

The cont¡olle¡ is based on the pID structure. It thus inher-
its all the advantages and disadlantages of the pD structure.
An advantage is that the operators have a well-known structure
that they can telate to. They know what the parameters mean.
They can compare the parameters with yalues they know from
experience. Since the operato¡s a¡e familia¡ with ihe gaia, the
integral time and the derilative time of a pID controùer, they
may ve¡y well turn the adaptation of fo¡ certai¡ periods and
make their own adjustments. The pID st¡uctu¡e dãee however
also have some disadvantages particuJarly when dealing with
p¡ocesses u¡ith long dead time.

.4, major advantage of the new controller is that it is easy
tÕ operate. No parameters have to be given in advance. The
ãuto-trner is actilzted simply by pushing the tuning button.
The information required for the adaptation is deri-ved from
the auto-tuning experiment. This is important also from the
point of view of robustness. Since all parameters are calcr¡lated
automatically, the behaviou¡ of the controller is predictable, It
cannot deteriorate due to e.g. a bad choice of the sampling
period.

The cont¡olle¡ is based on pID control with fast sampling.
This has the advantage that the cont¡olle¡ will react very quickf
on a distu¡bance. Adaptive systerns b¿sed on general linear
models often use the seme sampling period for cãntrol and es-
timation. It is common practice to use a fairly long sampling
period to make the estimato¡ robust. The¡e will then be a ãelay
in responding to distubances.

Only two parameters are estimated. This is less th¿n in
most other adaptive cont¡olle¡s, To be able to desc¡ibe the
process dynamics using only two parameters, these parameters
must be chosen properly. This is possible since the initialization
with the autotuner makes it possible to choose a good structure.
The adaptation rate is ¡athe¡ fast since only two parameters are
estimated.
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